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ABSTRACT
The research community has long recognized a complex interrelationship between fault detection, test adequacy criteria, and test set size. However, there is substantial confusion about whether and how to experimentally control for test set size when assessing how well an adequacy criterion is correlated with fault detection and when comparing test adequacy criteria. Resolving the confusion, this paper makes the following contributions: (1) A review of contradictory analyses of the relationships between fault detection, test adequacy criteria, and test set size. Specifically, this paper addresses the supposed contradiction of prior work and explains why test set size is neither a confounding variable, as previously suggested, nor an independent variable that should be experimentally manipulated. (2) An explication and discussion of the experimental designs of prior work, together with a discussion of conceptual and statistical problems, as well as specific guidelines for future work. (3) A methodology for comparing test adequacy criteria on an equal basis, which accounts for test set size without directly manipulating it through unrealistic stratification. (4) An empirical evaluation that compares the effectiveness of coverage-based testing, mutation-based testing, and random testing. Additionally, this paper proposes probabilistic coupling, a methodology for assessing the representativeness of a set of test goals for a given fault and for approximating the fault-detection probability of adequate test sets.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The software engineering research community has long recognized a complex interrelationship between three variables:

• fault detection (the degree to which a test set detects real faults),
• test set adequacy (the degree to which a test set satisfies a set of test goals, such as statements, branches, or mutants), and
• test set size (the cardinality of a test set).

Fault detection is the best estimate for a test set’s efficacy, but fault detection is not directly measurable since the number of un-found faults in a program is unknowable. As a result, developers and researchers use test set adequacy criteria, such as code coverage or mutant detection, as a proxy measure.

There is a positive association between test set size and the other two variables. For example, adding a test to a given test set cannot decrease fault detection or test set adequacy. Similarly, reducing a given test set cannot increase fault detection or test set adequacy. Moreover, best practices (e.g., modularity and separation of concerns) result in a strong association between test set adequacy and test set size. For example, a developer may write one test per use case or function. Namin and Andrews [40] empirically showed a strong association between fault detection, test set adequacy, and test set size, and noted that large test sets with low adequacy and small test sets with high adequacy were unattainable in practice.

However, beyond the observation that the three variables are positively associated, the strength of the associations and their precise relationships are a matter of open debate and controversy in the research community.

Consider Fig. 1, which shows the relationship between the three variables: fault detection, test set adequacy (specifically, code coverage ratio and mutant detection ratio), and test set size. For each of 231 real faults from the Defects4J benchmark [30], we created 100 coverage-adequate test sets and 100 mutation-adequate test sets, greedily selecting tests from the pool of existing developer-written tests that accompany the fault. (At each selection step, tests are selected at random, and the first test that increases test set adequacy is added to the test set.) During test selection, we measured all three variables at each test selection step. Figure 1 plots the aggregated...
results (fault-detection probability and average test set size) for each of the 231 faults and given adequacy threshold (shown in buckets for simplification). Each data point in an adequacy bucket corresponds to one of the 231 real faults.

Figure 1 illustrates the positive association between test set adequacy, fault detection, and test set size: test sets with higher adequacy (code coverage ratio or mutant detection ratio) have a higher fault detection probability and are larger in size. What Fig. 1 cannot answer, however, is which of the two adequacy criteria provides better selection goals at any point in the process, including the end point. More precisely, consider two test sets: \( T_m \), generated to achieve 100% mutant detection, and \( T_c \), generated to achieve 100% code coverage. According to Fig. 1, \( T_m \) has a greater fault-detection probability than \( T_c \) on average; however, \( T_m \) is also substantially larger than \( T_c \) on average. Does \( T_m \) have greater fault detection because mutation provides better test goals than coverage, or does it have greater fault detection just because satisfying mutation adequacy requires more tests? Likewise, does selecting tests based on an adequacy criterion achieve greater fault detection than randomly selecting the same number of tests? Consequently, should a developer select tests based on coverage, mutation, or just randomly?

One approach previously used to answer this question measures the correlation between test set adequacy and fault detection for fixed test set sizes. This stratification approach repeatedly draws test sets of the same size independently and uniformly at random from a test pool, and analyzes the results for each stratum [23, 44].

Prior work has also proposed two alternatives. Alternative 1 creates test sets based on a given test budget and objective, and then measures and correlates fault detection and test set adequacy [31]. Alternative 2 considers existing test sets, created based on some test objective, and assesses the importance of test set adequacy and test set size when modeling fault detection [14].

These three approaches to teasing out the role of test set size are all valid approaches in principle. However, the experiments in the literature adopting these approaches have resulted in contradictory conclusions. There are multiple reasons for this, including the interpretation of correlation values, noise in the data, and the applied models of (random) test selection.

This paper investigates and resolves the supposed contradiction of prior work; its contributions and organization are as follows:

- A review of four contradictory analyses of the relationship between fault detection, test set adequacy, and set size (Section 2), and an explication of their experimental designs (Section 3).
- A discussion of conceptual problems, explaining why test set size is neither a confounding variable, as previously suggested, nor an independent variable that should be experimentally manipulated (Section 4) and statistical pitfalls (Section 5).
- A methodology for comparing test-adequacy criteria that accounts for test set size without directly manipulating it through stratification (Section 6).
- An empirical evaluation that compares the effectiveness of coverage-based testing, mutation-based testing, and random testing (Sections 6.1 to 6.4). Additionally, this paper proposes probabilistic coupling, a methodology for assessing the representativeness of a set of test goals for a given fault and for approximating the fault-detection probability of adequate test sets (Section 6.5).

Consistent with prior work, this paper uses test set size as a proxy for the cost of creating or executing a set of tests; Section 7 discusses the validity of using test set size as a proxy for these variables.

## 2 TEST SET SIZE IN PRIOR WORK

Previous refereed papers that study the relationship between fault detection, test set adequacy, and test set size report on experiments with contradictory conclusions. This is a serious scientific problem: Which ones are trustworthy?

As examples, this section provides two pairs of papers with similar research questions but contradictory results: Gopinath et al. [14] and Inozemtseva and Holmes [23]; Just et al. [31] and Papadakis et al. [44]. These papers report contradictory conclusions about:

- whether and how test set size should be experimentally controlled when assessing the correlation between test set adequacy and fault detection, and
- whether the correlation between test set adequacy and fault detection is significant and strong.

While some previous work notes these conflicts without providing resolutions, of greater concern is the fact that many other papers simply cite the aforementioned papers without noting the contradictions. (As of August 2020, Google Scholar reports over 800 citations to these four papers.)

This section briefly reviews each of these four papers. Each review focuses on the aspects relevant to the apparent contradictions and does not necessarily provide a complete summary of contributions and findings. Sections 3 to 5 resolve the conflicts by showing which papers have flawed experimental or statistical methodology.
2.1 Gopinath et al. (ICSE’14)
Gopinath et al. [14] investigated whether code coverage is strongly correlated with fault detection for seeded faults (mutants). The study used 250 Java projects of different sizes and characteristics. 

Test source Both developer-written tests (existing test sets) and automatically-generated tests (Randoop [43]) were separately analyzed. Automatically-generated tests were created based on a fixed time budget.

Test set sampling None. Each test set (developer-written and automatically-generated) was used for analysis without sampling.

Test adequacy measures Statement coverage, block coverage, branch coverage, and path coverage.

Statistical methodology Considering all 250 Java projects, the study used regression analysis, with mutant detection as the dependent variable and test set adequacy, along with project size and cyclomatic complexity, as independent variables. Test set size was not included in the model to avoid multicollinearity (the study identified a strong correlation between test set size and project size); test set size was represented in the model via project size as a proxy.

Results and conclusions Statement coverage on its own was strongly correlated with mutant detection, and this correlation was stronger compared to those of all other studied code coverage criteria. The correlation between statement coverage and mutant detection was stronger for developer-written test sets than for automatically-generated test sets. Test set size did not increase model accuracy when test set adequacy was already included in that model.

2.2 Inozemtseva and Holmes (ICSE’14)
Inozemtseva and Holmes [23] investigated whether code coverage is strongly correlated with fault detection for seeded faults (mutants), when test set size is ignored and controlled for. The study used five Java projects of different sizes and characteristics.

Test source Developer-written tests (existing test sets).

Test set sampling Random sampling and stratification. For each of the five Java projects and different test set sizes (3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1,000, and 3,000 tests—up to the maximum size possible for that project), the study sampled 1,000 test sets of fixed size. In total, the study sampled 31,000 test sets across the five projects and different test set sizes. The study analyzed these test sets, both with and without controlling for test set size. Each test set was sampled uniformly at random without replacement.

Test adequacy measures Statement coverage, decision coverage, and modified condition coverage.

Statistical methodology For each of the five Java projects, the study measured and correlated code coverage and mutant detection of the randomly sampled test sets, both with and without controlling for test set size.

Results and conclusions The correlations between statement coverage and mutant detection were moderate to strong when test set size was ignored, with almost identical results for stronger code coverage criteria. The correlations became negligible to moderate when test set size was controlled.

2.3 Just et al. (FSE’14)
Just et al. [31] investigated whether mutant detection is strongly correlated with fault detection. The study used five Java programs with 357 real faults (Defects4J).

Test source Both developer-written tests (existing test sets) and automatically generated tests (EvoSuite [13], JCrasher [10], and Randoop [43]) were separately analyzed. Automatically-generated tests were created based on a fixed time budget.

Test set sampling None. Each test set (developer-written and automatically-generated) was used for analysis without sampling.

Test adequacy measures Statement coverage and mutant detection.

Statistical methodology For each real fault, the study analyzed pairs of existing pre-fix and post-fix developer-written test sets and measured and correlated mutant detection and fault detection of automatically-generated test sets, both with and without controlling for code coverage. Test set size was ignored because it was not significantly associated with an increase in fault detection for pairs of pre-fix and post-fix developer-written test sets, and it was irrelevant for automatically-generated test sets, which were created based on a fixed time budget without further sampling.

Results and conclusions The correlation between mutant detection and fault detection was moderate to strong, and remained significant when code coverage was controlled for. The correlation between mutant detection and fault detection was stronger than the correlation between statement coverage and fault detection.

2.4 Papadakis et al. (ICSE’18)
Papadakis et al. [44] investigated whether mutant detection is strongly correlated with fault detection, when test size is ignored and controlled for. The study used five Java programs with 231 real faults (a subset of Defects4J).

Test source Both developer-written tests (existing test sets) and automatically-generated tests (EvoSuite [13] and Randoop [43]). For each of the 231 real faults, all developer-written tests and automatically-generated tests were combined into a large test pool.

Test set sampling Random sampling and stratification. For each real fault, the study sampled (1) 10,000 test sets of fixed size (in the range of 0-50% of the test pool size, with 2.5% increments) and (2) 10,000 test sets of random size (in the range of 0-20% of the test pool size). Each test set was sampled uniformly at random without replacement.

Test adequacy measures Mutant detection.

Statistical methodology For each real fault, the study measured and correlated mutant detection and fault detection of the randomly sampled test sets, both with and without controlling for test set size.

Results and conclusions The correlations between mutant detection and fault detection were moderate to strong when test set size was ignored. The correlations became negligible to weak when test set size was controlled.

The study separately analyzed four C programs, reaching the same conclusions.
2.5 Apparent Contradictions

Code coverage vs. artificial fault detection  Gopinath et al. [14] built a regression model that used code coverage to predict fault detection. The study concluded that code coverage is strongly correlated with fault detection and adding test set size to the regression model did not improve its accuracy. In apparent contradiction, Inozemtseva and Holmes [23] used stratification to control for test set size and computed correlations between code coverage and fault detection at each strata. Based on the small absolute values of the correlations, the study concluded that code coverage is not strongly correlated with fault detection, when test set size is taken into account. In other words, Gopinath et al. found test set size to play essentially no role, whereas Inozemtseva and Holmes found test set size to play a dominant role. (Note that Gopinath et al. performed a regression analysis across projects, whereas Inozemtseva and Holmes performed a correlation analysis for each project.)

Mutant detection vs. real fault detection  Just et al. [31] correlated mutant detection and fault detection for pairs of pre-fix and post-fix developer-written test sets and, separately, automatically-generated test sets. The study concluded that mutant detection is strongly correlated with fault detection for most real faults, and the correlation between mutant detection and fault detection was stronger than the correlation between statement coverage and fault detection. Furthermore, test set size was an insignificant factor when comparing pre-fix and post-fix developer-written test sets.

In apparent contradiction, Papadakis et al. [44] expanded the approach used by Inozemtseva and Holmes, used stratification to control for test set size, and computed correlations between mutant detection and fault detection. Based on the small absolute values of the correlations, the study concluded that mutant detection is only weakly correlated with fault detection, when test set size is taken into account. Given the observed weak correlations, when test set size was controlled, the study concluded that test set size is a confounding variable that explains fault detection.

3 ABSTRACT EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The four papers described in Section 2 yielded seemingly contradictory results about the relationships between fault detection, test set adequacy, and test set size. This section describes (1) the experimental artifacts and design of these papers at an abstract level and (2) the constraints these artifacts imposed on the experimental results.

All experiments in Section 2 have the same overall structure. First, there is a universe of tests from which it is possible to sample a test set according to some distribution. Second, there is an oracle that determines, for each test, whether a test detects a fault—success or failure event. Note that a (failing) test that detects a fault corresponds to the success event, and a (passing) test that does not detect a fault corresponds to the failure event. Third, there is an adequacy criterion that imposes test goals on the system under test. For each test, it is possible to compute the set of test goals satisfied by that test, as well as a summary statistic that captures the overall criteria satisfaction. For example, for mutation-based testing, the former amounts to computing the set of mutants detected by a given test, and the latter amounts to computing the overall mutant detection ratio.

The crucial step is choosing the methodology for subsequent analysis, which we outlined in Section 1 and expand upon here: (1) RandomSelection: Create (by various means) a large, fixed universe of tests (i.e., the test pool), sample test sets from this test pool uniformly at random without replacement, and measure and correlate fault detection and test set adequacy. This methodology has two variants:

- SizeFixed: Fix the test set size via stratification and analyze the results independently for each stratum.
- SizeRandom: Draw the test set size itself from a distribution, prior to sampling a test set.

(2) Alternative 1: Create test sets based on a given (time) budget and test objective, and measure and correlate fault detection and test set adequacy.

(3) Alternative 2: Consider existing test sets, created according to some test objective, measure fault detection, test set adequacy, and test set size, and statistically assess the importance of test set adequacy and test set size.

We will expand on the RandomSelection methodology because it is popular, yet unrealistic and prone to wrong conclusions, and its underlying problems are easily neglected. The subsequent sections explicate and address its conceptual and statistical problems.

4 CONCEPTUAL PROBLEMS

Prior work using the RandomSelection methodology performed a correlation analysis of test set adequacy and fault detection over randomly sampled test sets; in particular, it modeled test set creation as a (uniform) random selection process of tests from a finite test pool. There are two often neglected conceptual issues with this methodology: The first is concerned with the use of test set size as a quantifiable variable and the second is concerned with how representative the random selection process is for test set creation in practice.

4.1 Test Set Size is an Unrealistic Test Objective

A test adequacy criterion can be used for either test set creation, where an adequacy criterion provides test goals that facilitate test selection under a given budget, or test set evaluation, where an adequacy criterion provides an adequacy score for an existing test set (e.g., generated by developer preference).

However, using the RandomSelection methodology to create a test set of a given size, measured as the number of tests, does not model developer behavior. Developers do not use the number of tests as a test objective—nor should they. An appropriate stopping criterion in terms of number of tests is unknowable—should a developer write 10 tests or 1,000 tests for a given program, and how? In practice, developers write tests using a mix of many different objectives, such as exercising a new feature, exposing a defect (i.e., regression test), or optimizing for an adequacy criterion [24, 45].

4.2 Testing Time is the True Test Objective

A more appropriate way of modeling testing time in a regression test is to use the number of tests that can be completed before a deadline.
Furthermore, what exactly constitutes a single test is not well defined since real-world tests are decidedly non-uniform (unit vs. integration vs. system tests, etc.) [55, 57]. For example, Just et al. [31] found that developers were equally likely to strengthen an existing test or adding a new test when exposing a defect. In other words, the number of tests was irrelevant in this case and did not accurately measure test set size.

Test adequacy criteria, such as code coverage and mutant detection, may be imperfect test objectives, but in contrast to test set size they are well defined and provide concrete test goals.

In conclusion, analyzing the correlation between test set adequacy and fault detection using the RandomSelection methodology does not provide actionable insights for real-world test creation.

4.2 Test Generation vs. Independent Random Sample

For an implementation of a simple function \( f(x) \), a test generation approach might sample inputs \( x \) uniformly at random without replacement from the universe of all inputs (e.g., all integers), and repeat this process independently for many iterations. However, automated test generators for, e.g., object-oriented programs, do not sample tests via independent random sampling. In fact, most automated test generators create subsequent tests based on the tests generated thus far. Hence, the RandomSelection methodology, while simple to execute, is not a realistic model of either developers or automated test generators. Note that the key conceptual issue is the non-guided random selection of \( n \) tests—selection based on a realistic test objective is reasonable.

The Eclat tool [42] introduced feedback-directed random test generation, which was popularized by Randoop [43]. When Randoop generates a valid test (a sequence of instructions), it uses that test to build subsequent, larger tests; in other words, it guides the search toward that valid test. When Randoop generates an invalid test, it prohibits creation of tests that build on it; in other words, it guides the search away from the invalid test. Additionally, Randoop eliminates redundant and subsumed tests from the final test set. Feedback-directed generation was motivated, in part, by the poor performance of independent random sampling.

Another example of a test generation tool is EvoSuite [13], which uses meta-heuristic search to generate test sets that maximize code coverage while minimizing size. Meta-heuristic search is essentially a sampling process of an implicit probability distribution in that search space using a combination of stochastic search operators. The main operators are mutation of tests, which may insert, remove, or replace arbitrary statements in a candidate sequence, and crossover of two tests, where subsequences of two parents are recombined to two new offspring sequences. The sampling process is guided by fitness functions that estimate how close tests are to satisfying test goals. The number of calls in a sequence is treated as a secondary objective, such that given two tests that are equal in terms of their fitness, the shorter one is preferred. The search uses a many-objective optimization algorithm, where a single population of individuals is evolved with respect to all test goals; thus, sampled tests are not independent and, in fact, very much dependent.

In conclusion, the RandomSelection methodology is not a good approximation of test creation processes in practice—neither for developers nor for automated test generators.

5 STATISTICAL PITFALLS

Measuring the efficacy of an adequacy criterion by correlating test set adequacy and fault detection, while controlling for test set size, has become increasingly popular in empirical studies [18, 23, 40, 44]: First, a large number of test sets is created based on random sampling from an existing test pool. Consistent with prior sections, we refer to the two variants of this RandomSelection methodology as SizeFixed if each test set has the same size (e.g., 30 tests or 10% of the test pool), and SizeRandom if the size of each test set follows a non-trivial probability distribution (e.g., 0–20% of the test pool, uniformly at random). Second, the adequacy criterion of interest (e.g., code coverage or mutant detection) and fault detection are computed for each test set. Finally, a higher empirical correlation between fault detection and test set adequacy corresponds to a more effective adequacy criterion.

Despite its popularity, the correlation analysis, based on the RandomSelection methodology, has three statistical pitfalls that are often neglected in practice. First, correlation analysis does not allow causal conclusions without further assumptions on the underlying process. For instance, one cannot statistically distinguish a confounding variable (e.g., test set size impacts both fault detection and test set adequacy with no direct relationship between the two) from a mediating variable (e.g., test set size impacts fault detection by itself and through test set adequacy) [37, 38]. In particular, the notion of “confounding effects” [44] implies a causal relationship, which cannot be concluded from simply a change in correlations [21].

Second, correlation between a dichotomous variable (e.g., fault detection), which takes on either success or failure, and a continuous variable (e.g., mutation detection) is bounded, and the bound depends on the success probability of the dichotomous variable.

Third, correlating two variables based on stratification on a third is a crude approximation to what is known as the partial correlation [12, 50]. The stratification leads to a limited range of the resulting correlation and, in particular, often makes it incomparable to the non-stratified version [50].

The rest of this section explains why the RandomSelection methodology in general, and its SizeFixed variant in particular, is prone to misleading results and wrong conclusions. Section 5.1 argues that attempts to attribute the fault detection “contribution” to one of two highly correlated variables are ill-posed; the section proceeds to discuss some alternative data analysis methods. Section 5.2 explains that the absolute value of the point biserial correlation (a special case of the Pearson correlation) is bounded, with a maximum much smaller than 1 in many cases. Section 5.3 expands on the bounded-correlation observation and analyzes the RandomSelection methodology, used in previous studies; this section reveals the neglected flaws of this methodology, especially the correlations obtained with the SizeFixed variant.

5.1 Highly Correlated Explanatory Variables

In practice, test set adequacy and test set size are highly correlated, and both are correlated with fault detection. However, the question of which of the two “explains” fault detection is ill-posed and cannot be answered by measuring the correlation, e.g., between test set adequacy and fault detection, while controlling for test set size.
More precisely, when controlling for one of the two variables, the observed correlation of fault detection and the other variable will necessarily be weaker. In particular, partial correlations may yield spurious results and do not necessarily give rise to an interpretable coefficient because their sign and range are quite sensitive to the pairwise correlations among the variables being studied [12, 50]. Therefore, a more principled data analysis method to investigate the relative importance of test set adequacy and test set size is to employ multiple regression and use effect size measures such as regression coefficients. Another possible approach is to use a standard variable selection method to see how much additional predictive power test set adequacy provides, in addition to test set size, when used to predict fault detection. We refer interested readers to more detailed expositions in Härdle and Simar [17] and James et al. [25].

5.2 Point Biserial Correlation is Bounded
Pearson correlation, with point biserial correlation as its special case, is widely used to characterize the relationship between two variables, and standard guidelines exist for interpreting the resulting coefficient (e.g., weak vs. strong correlation) [9, 35]. However, these guidelines are only appropriate when the Pearson correlation ranges from −1 to +1.

Consider a Pearson correlation between a continuous variable (e.g., test set adequacy) and a dichotomous variable (e.g., fault detection). This special case of the Pearson correlation is also known as the point biserial correlation. The coefficient of this correlation is at most 0.8, and its range can be even smaller.

Following Gradstein [15] and Cheng and Liu [7], Eq. (1) expresses the maximal correlation between a normally distributed, continuous variable and a dichotomous variable, as a function of the latter’s success probability $p$, where $z_{1-p}$ is the 1−$p$ quantile of a standard normal distribution:

$$r_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi p(1-p)}} \exp\left(\frac{1}{2}(z_{1-p})^2\right).$$  

We observe that (1) the maximal correlation, for $p = 0.5$, is close to 0.8 instead of 1, (2) the maximal correlation decreases monotonically as $p$ moves away from 0.5, and (3) the maximal correlation is symmetric around $p = 0.5$. For example, the maximal correlation for $p = 0.1$ and $p = 0.9$ is 0.58, and the standard guidelines for interpreting the Pearson correlation would (incorrectly) conclude that two perfectly correlated variables are not strongly correlated. This is not a hypothetical problem. Consider the Defects4J dataset and a large test pool of automatically-generated test sets (say, from Randoop and EvoSuite). Some Defects4J faults are almost always detected with many fault-detecting tests per test set, whereas others are almost never detected with many non-fault-detecting tests per test set [44, 49, 52]. For these faults, the RANDOMSELECTION methodology results in very low or very high probabilities of success, and hence small maximal correlation coefficients.

Very low or very high probabilities of success can result in a significant underestimation of the true correlation [3, 51]. This problem is particularly pronounced for the SIZEFIXED variant. For example, 11 out of 20 test set sizes used in prior work [44] result in success probabilities of $p < 0.1$ or $p > 0.9$ for most faults. In fact, even the most balanced out of 20 test set sizes results in success probabilities of $p < 0.1$ or $p > 0.9$ for more than 20% of the faults.

A possible “fix” is to normalize the correlation by an upper bound such as the one computed from Eq. (1). However, not only does the maximal correlation depend on the exact distribution of the continuous variable (which makes the exact upper bound hard to compute), such procedures also lack statistical guarantees [53].

5.3 The RANDOMSELECTION Methodology is Flawed
This section shows that the correlation between test set adequacy and fault detection, computed with the RANDOMSELECTION methodology, is extremely sensitive to the distribution of fault-detecting tests in a test pool, which resulted in misleading interpretations of the SIZEFIXED results in previous work. To provide concrete examples, this section uses the 231 Defects4J faults and the corresponding, combined test pools, used by Papadakis et al. [44] (see Section 2.4).

We first make precise the mathematical relationships between test set size, fault detection, and test set adequacy under the SIZEFIXED variant. Let $N$ denote the test pool size, $K \leq N$ the number of fault-detecting tests in the test pool, and $n \leq N$ the test set size; then the number of fault-detecting tests $X$ (out of the $n$ sampled tests) follows a hypergeometric distribution $HG(N, K, n)$, taking on integer values between 0 and $\min(K, n)$:

$$\mathbb{P}(X = x) = \binom{N-K}{n-x} \binom{K}{x} \binom{N}{n}.$$  

Given a test set size $n$, the probability of success $p$ (i.e., the probability of sampling a fault-detecting test set), therefore, is equal to the probability of sampling at least one fault-detecting test:

$$p = \mathbb{P}(X \geq 1) = 1 - \mathbb{P}(X = 0) = \begin{cases} \frac{\binom{N-K}{n} - \binom{K}{x}}{\binom{N}{n}} & n \leq N - K \\ 1 & n > N - K \end{cases}.$$  

This analysis can be extended to the SIZERANDOM variant, where $N$ itself is now drawn from a distribution, and the resulting probability of success $p$ is a convolution of different distributions.

This analysis can also be extended to computing the probability of satisfying any single test goal for a given adequacy criterion (e.g., detecting a mutant). Combining these individual test goal distributions into a cumulative distribution for the corresponding test set adequacy measure (e.g., the mutant detection ratio) requires knowing the interdependencies between test goals, but is nonetheless computable. However, given the complexity of such an analysis, a common approach is to resort to simulations with sampled test sets to get a close approximation [47]. The key point is that test set size completely determines the distribution of test set adequacy and fault detection.
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For a fixed test size $n$, the probability of success largely depends on the ratio $K/N$, which leads to the class imbalance effect, motivated in Section 5.2.

Figure 2 precisely demonstrates this class imbalance effect and its implication on the maximal and observed correlations. For a particular fault (Closure-100), we used the SizeFixed variant to sample 10,000 test sets for each of 20 distinct test sizes, following the methodology described in Section 2.4. For each test set size, Fig. 2 shows the results, in particular: (1) the mutant detection ratios of the sampled test sets (grouped by fault detection), (2) the probability of sampling a fault-detecting test set (Eq. (3)), and (3) the maximal correlation (Eq. (1)) and the observed correlation. The results show that the probability of sampling a fault-detecting test set is close to 1 for all but very small test set sizes. For example, at 10% test set size, that probability is 0.91 (in expectation, over 90% of the sampled test sets are fault-detecting), which leads to a maximal correlation of 0.56. A naive interpretation of the observed correlation coefficients would conclude that mutant detection and fault detection are weakly correlated at best, for most test set sizes.

We extended the analysis of the class imbalance effect to all 231 faults. For each fault, Fig. 3 plots the distribution of the fault-detection probabilities and the corresponding distribution of the maximal correlations, as a function of test set size. Figure 3a demonstrates that (1) the probability of detecting a fault monotonically increases as a function of test set size, and (2) different faults exhibit distinct fault-detection probability curves. More precisely, at 10% test set size, 231 faults take on 80 distinct probabilities. Note that the more upper-left a curve is, the more fault-detecting tests exist in that fault’s test pool. Similarly, the diagonal corresponds to faults with only a single fault-detecting test. Connecting these distributions to the maximal correlation discussion in Section 5.2, Fig. 3b plots the maximal correlation\(^5\) between mutant detection and fault detection for each fault, again as a function of test set size.

\[^5\text{Assuming that mutant detection is normally distributed.}\]

Figure 2: Relationship between mutant detection and fault detection when controlling for test set size (Closure-100).

The test pool contains 6,068 tests, out of which 23 are fault-detecting. The red line gives the probability of sampling a fault-detecting test set, as a function of test set size (Eq. (3)). The solid blue line gives the theoretical maximal correlation (Eq. (1)) and the dashed blue line the observed correlation between mutant detections to the maximal correlation discussion in Section 5.2, Fig. 3b. For all but the smallest test set sizes, the vast majority of sampled test sets are fault-detecting. This class imbalance leads to very small correlation coefficients, even if the underlying correlation is actually strong.

Figure 3: Fault-detection probability and theoretical maximal correlation as a function of test set size for all 231 faults.

Each line is a distinct fault (231 in total). (a) For faults with many fault-detecting tests in their test pool, the fault-detection probability (i.e., selecting at least one fault-detecting test) is nearly a step function; for faults with only one fault-detecting test in their test pool, the fault-detection probability is a straight line. (b) For faults with five or more fault-detecting tests in their test pool (50% of all faults), the maximal correlation peaks before 5% test set size; for faults with only one fault-detecting test in their test pool (30% of all faults), the maximal correlation peaks at 50% test set size.

The key takeaway from Fig. 3 is that the maximal correlation is a function of the test set size and varies drastically across faults and different test set sizes. For example, even at 10% test set size, 15% of all faults have a maximal correlation of less than 0.1. A naive interpretation of the observed correlation coefficients would always conclude that mutant detection and fault detection are weakly correlated or uncorrelated, even if they were perfectly correlated.
At a fixed test set size, the correlations between mutant detection and fault detection have drastically different maximums for different faults. Therefore, summary statistics (e.g., median) and boxplots can be misleading since each individual fault has a very different range of variation across different test set sizes. To illustrate this point, consider the four selected faults in Fig. 4, whose ratios of fault-detecting tests differ substantially. Figure 4a plots the fault detection probability and maximal correlation for these faults, as a function of test set size. The maximal correlations for Chart-24, Math-6, and Closure-100 peak very early, compared to Lang-51. Figure 4b reports the observed correlations between mutant detection and fault detection for SizeFixed sampling at 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, together with a SizeRandom sampling, where test set size is drawn uniformly at random from 0–20%. For SizeFixed, the median correlation across the four faults and all test set sizes is 0.065, and a naive interpretation of this correlation coefficient is that mutant detection and fault detection are uncorrelated. Note that extending the range of the SizeFixed sampling to 0–50% makes matters worse—the observed correlations become 0 for most test set sizes and faults, except for Lang-51. Further note that the class imbalance also affects the SizeRandom variant, though to a lesser extent. For example, 99% and 96% of the SizeRandom sampled test sets for Chart-24 and Math-6, respectively, are fault-detecting, whereas only 9% of the sampled test sets for Lang-51 are fault-detecting. Closure-100 is the most balanced with 78% fault-detecting test sets.

While the correlation computed under the SizeRandom variant is larger than the SizeFixed one for Chart-24, Math-6, and Closure-100, the opposite is true for Lang-51. This contradicts the “confounding effects” theory (mutant detection is weakly correlated with fault detection after controlling for test set size) [44], but is consistent with our analysis above: a relatively large ratio of fault-detecting tests for Chart-24 and Math-6 means that larger observed correlation coefficients occur below 2.5% test set size, which only the SizeRandom variant samples. In contrast, Lang-51 has only one fault-detecting test and the maximal correlation peaks at 50% test set size. This means the SizeRandom variant samples more of the low correlation region. If the “confounding effects” theory holds, one would expect the correlation to be attenuated for all faults. This, however, is not the case.

In conclusion, the RandomSelection methodology can be misleading and should be interpreted with care, if not avoided all together. In particular, the class imbalance problem has contributed to unsubstantiated claims and incorrect conclusions in previous work.

6 CONTROLLING FOR TEST SET SIZE

Section 1 motivated controlling for test set size when answering research questions about the effectiveness of test adequacy criteria. However, Sections 4 and 5 demonstrated the adverse effects of directly manipulating test set size as an independent variable in a random selection process. This section resolves this dilemma and describes a methodology that accounts for test set size, without directly manipulating it and without changing the test objective.

Recall Figure 1, which compared mutation-based with coverage-based testing. It is not surprising that mutation-adequate test sets achieve a higher fault detection probability than coverage adequate test sets—mutation adequacy requires satisfying more test goals. However, Figure 1 does not directly answer questions such as:

- **Q1:** Is mutation-based test generation more effective than coverage-based test generation, for test sets of the same size?
- **Q2:** Does mutation provide better test goals than code coverage, or does it simply elicit more tests?

The primary goal of this section is to describe a general methodology for evaluating testing approaches, taking test set size into account. Additionally, this section reports on comparisons between mutation-based testing, coverage-based testing, and random testing, using the described methodology.

This section consistently uses (1) the 231 Defects4J faults, used in prior work [44], together with all developer-written tests for each fault, and (2) mutation and coverage information obtained from the Major mutation framework [29] for each fault and test.

---

**Figure 4: Case study for four selected faults.**

Chart-24 and Lang-51 correspond to the two extremes in Fig. 3, and Closure-100 corresponds to the detailed example in Fig. 2. For Chart-24 and Math-6, the fault-detection probability is indistinguishable from 1 for all but the smallest test sizes: it is highly unlikely to sample a non-fault-detecting test set, even when sampling 10,000 test sets. (The observed correlation is set to 0 if all sampled test sets are fault-detecting.) The median correlation across the four faults and all SizeFixed test set sizes is 0.065. The class imbalance problem also affects SizeRandom: out of the 10,000 sampled test sets for each fault, 99% are fault-detecting for Chart-24, 96% for Math-6, 78% for Closure-100, and 9% for Lang-51.
6.1 Adequacy-Based Test Selection

Sometimes, developers need a subset of an existing test set that runs faster. Developers often do test selection manually, based on their intuition, but they may also use an adequacy-based test selection approach. There might also be a run-time budget (e.g., to enable a continuous integration server to run tests hourly, a selected test set must run in less than an hour). In particular, we note that developers rarely use random selection with test set size as the test objective.

We use an adequacy-based test selection approach and measure fault detection, test set adequacy, and test set size. Specifically, adequacy-based test selection performs the following steps:

1. Greedily select one test at a time to incrementally achieve adequacy for a given adequacy criterion. (Tests are selected at random; the first one that satisfies at least one additional test goal is added to the test set.)

2. As each test is added to the test set, record fault detection \( fd \) (0 or 1 for every (test set, fault) pair), test set adequacy \( a \), and the number of tests \( n \).

3. Test selection stops as soon as all test goals are satisfied.

Our experimental methodology repeats the above adequacy-based test selection procedure 100 times for each fault, and we report averages over the 100 trials, which yield small error estimates.

Additionally, we compute a random baseline for each fault, each trial, and each test set size \( n \). The fault-detection probability in this case can be computed from Eq. (3) in Section 5.3.

6.2 Comparing Inadequate Test Sets

Comparing two adequacy criteria, accounting for test set size, is straightforward until the weaker criterion is satisfied. Figure 5 shows a comparison for coverage-based and mutation-based testing. This plot shows the fault-detection probability of equally sized test sets, created by increasing coverage (red line) and increasing mutant detection (blue line), respectively. The trend lines are fitted over all 231 faults using local regression [8], and test set size is normalized over the final number of tests in each coverage-adequate test set. Since coverage exhausts its usefulness much earlier than mutation, we need a different approach to further compare the two. Together, Figures 1 and 5 show that mutation-adequate test sets will eventually be more effective than coverage-adequate ones, but it is not clear whether mutants provide additional value beyond simply expanding the test set (e.g., with randomly selected tests).

To assess the independent contribution of mutants as test goals, we again need a baseline test set of equal size. One possibility to achieve this is to use a stacking approach [16]. This means that whenever a weaker test-adequacy criterion is satisfied, the resulting test set is preserved and the test selection process restarted—again optimizing for the same adequacy criterion. The final test set is then the union of all created test sets. Another possibility is a hybrid approach—switching to the stronger adequacy criterion as soon as the weaker one is satisfied.

Figure 6 shows the outcome of a testing simulation using both the stacking (Coverage-Stacked) and the hybrid (Coverage-Mutation) approach. Random is again included as a baseline. Overall, the Coverage-Mutation approach achieves the highest fault-detection probability at each step in the test-selection process.

The Coverage-Mutation approach is similar to the mutation testing set up at Google [45, 46]. While Google’s decision to implement such an approach was driven by practicality and efficiency concerns, our results provide empirical evidence for the effectiveness of such an approach.

6.3 Comparing Adequate Test Sets

Since coverage exhausts its usefulness much earlier than mutation, we need a different approach to further compare the two. Together, Figures 1 and 5 show that mutation-adequate test sets will eventually be more effective than coverage-adequate ones, but it is not clear whether mutants provide additional value beyond simply expanding the test set (e.g., with randomly selected tests).

To assess the independent contribution of mutants as test goals, we again need a baseline test set of equal size. One possibility to achieve this is to use a stacking approach [16]. This means that whenever a weaker test-adequacy criterion is satisfied, the resulting test set is preserved and the test selection process restarted—again optimizing for the same adequacy criterion. The final test set is then the union of all created test sets. Another possibility is a hybrid approach—switching to the stronger adequacy criterion as soon as the weaker one is satisfied.

Figure 6 shows the outcome of a testing simulation using both the stacking (Coverage-Stacked) and the hybrid (Coverage-Mutation) approach. Random is again included as a baseline. Overall, the Coverage-Mutation approach achieves the highest fault-detection probability at each step in the test-selection process.

The Coverage-Mutation approach is similar to the mutation testing set up at Google [45, 46]. While Google’s decision to implement such an approach was driven by practicality and efficiency concerns, our results provide empirical evidence for the effectiveness of such an approach.

6.4 Adequacy-Based Test Set Reduction

In addition to adequacy-based test selection, focusing on adequacy-based test set reduction can provide useful insights into the sensitivity of an adequacy criterion and the expected loss of fault-detection capability. Figure 7 shows the outcome of coverage-based and mutation-based test set reduction, in comparison to an equally sized random baseline.

Figure 7 shows the loss in fault-detection probability when reducing a fault-detecting test set based on coverage or mutation—that is, when creating a smaller, yet adequate, test set. Since these criteria result in test sets of different size, the Random baseline differs for each criterion. The black dots indicate medians, showing that most test sets reduced based on mutants maintain their fault-detection capability, whereas test sets reduced based on coverage see a substantial loss of fault-detection capability.
6.5 Probabilistic Coupling

The key takeaway from Section 5 is that even a well established and understood statistical measure, such as a correlation coefficient, may require a nuanced interpretation in software engineering research due to problems that arise from a limited set of known faults, class imbalance in fault detection, and noise (irrelevant test goals). Without expertise in statistics, and even with, this is difficult and prone to incorrect conclusions and seemingly contradictory results.

Section 6.4 described a general methodology for assessing and comparing adequacy criteria, accounting for test set size without experimentally manipulating it. However, estimating fault-detection probabilities and comparing adequacy criteria still requires costly simulations. Further, the limited set of known real faults and test goals unrelated to those faults introduce noise.

This section proposes a new measure, probabilistic coupling, for assessing the sensitivity of a set of test goals for a known real fault. Specifically, given a real fault \( f \) and a test goal \( g_i \), probabilistic coupling provides an estimate for the conditional probability \( p = P(\text{detect } f | g_i \text{ is detected}) \)—that is, the probability of detecting the real fault when selecting a test that satisfies the test goal. If \( p = 1 \), we say that \( g_i \) is perfectly coupled to \( f \). If \( p = 0 \), we say that \( g_i \) is perfectly decoupled from \( f \). Otherwise, we say that \( g_i \) is probabilistically coupled to \( f \).

Given a set of test goals, we compute the maximum probabilistic coupling between any of the test goals and the real fault. This is because we have incomplete knowledge about the set of all possible real faults. Computing the maximum allows reasoning about the sensitivity of the employed test goals for a known real fault and is agnostic to noise caused by unrelated test goals.
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(a) Test-goal matrix.
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Figure 8: Example test-goal matrix (left) and distribution of the maximal probabilistic coupling (pc) values for all 231 faults, for coverage and mutation (right).

The two violin plots correspond to the "Coverage" and "Mutation" plots in Fig. 7, showing that probabilistic coupling closely approximates the fault-detection probability of adequate test sets. • indicates the median, and ✻ indicates the mean.
7 DISCUSSION

Measuring test set size This paper measures test set size as the number of test methods—for consistency with previous work and to enable direct comparisons (e.g., [4–6, 19, 22, 26, 28, 36, 48, 56]). For JUnit, this is the number of test annotations\(^6\). This measure assumes that all test methods are similar in terms of run time and number of exercised program behaviors. This assumption, however, rarely holds in practice [32]. For example, developer-written test methods range from unit tests to system tests, executing just a few instructions or millions of instructions. A single test method may exercise a single or multiple program behaviors—the latter could, in fact, be considered a set of distinct tests. Furthermore, some test methods validate the behavior of a program by simply ensuring that it does not crash, while others use a set of complex assertions. The number of test methods is only one possible measure of test set size. Alternative measures include number of lines of test code and number of assertions [33, 57].

Test set size as a proxy When constructing a test set, a developer’s goal is not to "write \(n\) tests", but rather to exercise program behavior, with number of tests being a consequence of secondary concerns such as adhering to coding guidelines and best practices. Researchers also do not care about test set size per se, but rather use it as a proxy for a quantity of interest, such as test execution or construction cost. Test set size, however, is an imperfect and unreliable proxy for such quantities. For example, an entire set of tests can be combined into a single test method (e.g., table-driven testing), or split into an arbitrary number of test methods, without changing the overall test execution or construction costs.

- **Test execution cost** can and should be directly measured as run time of a test. (This assumes that the test can be run automatically, without human intervention or judgment.)
- **Test construction cost** can and should be directly measured for automatically-generated tests. For example, when comparing two test adequacy criteria, this comparison can be based on the same effort (i.e., the same test-generation budget for each of the criteria) rather than counting the number of generated tests.

Correlation does not imply causation The driving question for research about the interrelationship between fault detection, test adequacy criteria, and test set size is causal in nature. For example, that research aims to understand whether creating test sets based on an adequacy criterion yields a high degree of fault detection in practice, and if so, which adequacy criterion is most (cost) effective.

However, causal reasoning is a separate issue from statistical estimation, and different causal relationships can give rise to the same statistical observations. For example, the observation of a reduced correlation between test set adequacy and fault detection when controlling for test set size is compatible with multiple causal models—one of which is that test set size is a **confounder** [44]. An alternative causal model is that a developer writes tests to increase adequacy, which in turn results in a larger test set and higher fault detection (i.e., test set adequacy is a **confounder**). Yet another causal model is that neither variable is a **confounder** and the root cause of the observed correlations among all three variables is developers’ desire to write effective tests, based on a variety of test objectives, while adhering to coding guidelines and best practices—thereby increasing test set size, test set adequacy, and fault detection.

We recommend that future studies should explicitly state their causal models and assumed underlying processes, which forces a clear statement of scientific questions and enables reasoning about whether the proposed experiments and analyses can answer that question [20]. Moreover, future studies should explicitly state their statistical quantities and justify why these answer the (causal) question of interest. For example, prior work operated under the assumption that test set adequacy has an impact on fault detection, if and only if the conditional and unconditional correlation between the two has the same distribution. However, the formal statistical quantity of interest—the conditional correlation (\(Cor(\text{Fault detection}, \text{Test set adequacy} | \text{Test set size})\)) rarely makes an appearance, let alone an explanation as to why an equality in distributions translates into a causal impact or lack thereof.

**When does correlation imply causation?** As the research community continues to explore whether and how an adequacy-driven approach to test generation yields effective tests, experiments with clear causal frameworks can shed light on the practical impacts of such approaches, while preventing the aforementioned conflation between causal inference and statistical inference. While scale, content, and even realization of the actual experiments may vary (e.g., randomization may not be possible), we encourage these developer-centric experiments because they best approximate the practical benefits of different testing approaches by avoiding unrealistic assumptions and test objectives such as test uniformity and test-set-size-driven development.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This paper addresses and resolves the contradictions in prior work that studied the interrelationship between fault detection, test adequacy criteria, and test set size. It explains why test set size is an unrealistic test objective and neither a confounding variable nor an independent variable that should be experimentally manipulated. Furthermore, it explains the conceptual and statistical issues that arise when controlling for test set size via random selection and stratification, concluding that the random-selection methodology is flawed.

Additionally, this paper proposes (1) a methodology for comparing test adequacy criteria on a fair basis, accounting for test set size without direct, unrealistic manipulation, and (2) probabilistic coupling, a methodology for approximating the fault-detection probability of adequate test sets. Using the proposed methodology, this paper concludes that adequacy-based test selection is superior to random selection and that mutation-based test selection is most effective when employed after coverage has exhausted its usefulness.

Finally, this paper argues that the number of test methods is not a reliable measure for test set size. Highlighting the non-uniformity of real-world test methods, it further discusses the validity of using this measure as a proxy for test-creation and test-execution cost.
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